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Distorted Chorus LE With Keygen For PC

Warm sounds (mix and mastering):
Using the guitar mode with distortion
turned up a bit, the plugin is designed to
warm the sound and add character to the
mix. On “warm” sounds, the effect can
also be used to “liven up” the mix, to
make it sound more lively. Percussive
sounds: When used on percussive sounds
(drums, claps, brushes, etc) the plugin
offers a harsh, artificial “dead” sound.
Very suitable for, e.g., a “brute force”
distorted bass or a heavy, raw vocal or
synth that needs to sound “crunchy”.
Artificial samples: Using the guitar
mode, the effect can also be used to
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create a crunchy, artificial bass sound.
Slice and dice: The Distorted Chorus LE
plugin also features a little “slice and
dice” effect. In combination with a
compressor, it can be used to chop up
vocals or other “muted” sound sources.
Instrumental: When used on instruments,
the plugin creates a punchy, machine-
gun effect, ideal for a “sharp” solo, or
for guitar solos and lead vocals. Lesion:
If a pinch of Lesion is added to the
sound, the plugin will create an almost
“funky” distortion. Synth: The Distorted
Chorus LE plugin can also be used to
color the sound of a synth with a
“crunchy” effect. Bass: The plugin
provides an easy way to introduce phase
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distortion to bass. DISTORTED
CHORUS LE: The “distorted” version.
Neo: Distorted Chorus LE plugin Neo:
Distorted Chorus LE effect Distorted
Chorus LE is the result of a
collaboration between the Planet Mu, the
end users and music makers of the
software who have always helped to
shape and enhance the plugin. ________
________________________________
____ The latest audio plugins by audio
producers on Planet-Mu.com and all
other online audio stores. The best
plugins that will help you to produce
high quality audio and also help you to
get the best sound out of any media
players. Planet-Mu plugins are designed
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to improve your audio quality and
experience by enhancing your listening
experience. _______________________
_____________________ A small scale
synth with one

Distorted Chorus LE

Keyvelocity user control: •Inputs:
Playback signal, Left/Right channels
(V/R) •Delays: Delay time and wet/dry
•Matrix: Amplitude and Delay with AM-
AM and AM-PM •Filter: 4th order low
pass filter frequency and Q factor
•Modulator: AM-AM and AM-PM
•ADSR: AM-AM and AM-PM
•Volume: Volume •Mute: Mute •Pan:
Pan Left and Pan Right Delay sections:
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•Delay Input: Playback signal •Delay
Time: Delay time •Delay Mix: Wet/dry
mix •Dry Mix: Stereo delay mix •Delay
Feedback: Feedback control •Delay
Line: Delays section line You can use
the effects in different ways. You can
use the delay input as a stereo effect
with the Dry Mix control adjusted to
balance the wet and dry mix. You can
play the input or use the pan controls to
pan the signal. Or you can just use the
delay as a chorus effect, play the input,
pan it and play it again and again. As you
can imagine, this effect is best when
there is some reverb in the system to
make this sound a little more natural,
though. Distortion section: •Effect Type:
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Distortion •Delay Dry: Stereo dry delay
•Delay Wet: Stereo wet delay •Delay
Mix: Delay mix •Output: Outputs •Delay
Feedback: Feedback control •Delay
Line: Delays section line •Delay
Wet/Dry: Dry mix •Delay Dry/Wet: Wet
mix •Delay Dry/Mix: Mix output •Delay
Wet/Mix: Mix output •Delay Mix/Mix:
Mix outputs •Delay Mix/Wet: Wet mix
•Delay Wet/Mix: Mix outputs •Delay
Dry/Mix: Mix outputs •Delay Wet/Mix:
Mix outputs •Delay Dry/Mix: Mix
outputs •Delay Wet/Mix: Mix outputs
•Delay Mix/Mix: Mix outputs •Delay
Mix/Wet: Wet mix •Delay Dry/Mix:
Mix outputs •Delay Wet/Mix: Mix
outputs •Delay Dry/Mix: Mix outputs
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•Delay Wet/Mix: Mix outputs
77a5ca646e
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Distorted Chorus LE Full Version Download

Distorted Chorus LE provides a sample-
accurate emulation of the sound of the
EMU e6400 "Distorted Chorus"
hardware chorus/phase shifter. It
includes a choice of 3 modes: Vibrato,
Intensity, Feedback, plus a user interface
to choose between 10 different
distortion types. This plugin is based on
the work and advice of the prolific
sound guru Richard Devine (SFZ,
Godfrey, GTV, GFB, ADSR). Plugins
UVI Workflow 4 by UVI Workflow is a
set of effects plug-ins that are available
on both the UVI Workflow 4 stand-alone
and the UVI KONTAKT 4 audio
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workstation. The plug-ins included in the
package enable you to achieve multiple
effects within your sound chain in real-
time, taking advantage of the latest
technology and the unique processing
algorithms developed by UVI. Each plug-
in is extremely easy to use and contains
an extensive and well-organized user
interface. Thanks to the standard UVI
professional sound, the workflow plug-
ins are based on an extensive library of
original and amazing sounds. In addition,
the UVI Workflow 4 set contains a set of
additional effects to complement the
package. UVI Workflow 4 - Bowed FX
by UVI Workflow is a set of effects plug-
ins that are available on both the UVI
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Workflow 4 stand-alone and the UVI
KONTAKT 4 audio workstation. The
plug-ins included in the package enable
you to achieve multiple effects within
your sound chain in real-time, taking
advantage of the latest technology and
the unique processing algorithms
developed by UVI. Each plug-in is
extremely easy to use and contains an
extensive and well-organized user
interface. Thanks to the standard UVI
professional sound, the workflow plug-
ins are based on an extensive library of
original and amazing sounds. In addition,
the UVI Workflow 4 set contains a set of
additional effects to complement the
package. UVI Workflow 4 -
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Compression by UVI Workflow is a set
of effects plug-ins that are available on
both the UVI Workflow 4 stand-alone
and the UVI KONTAKT 4 audio
workstation. The plug-ins included in the
package enable you to achieve multiple
effects within your sound chain in real-
time, taking advantage of the latest
technology and the unique processing
algorithms developed by UVI. Each

What's New In Distorted Chorus LE?

  [video=youtube;OnG4oZQgFt0E]
What you can do with this plugin: +
Distortion of vocals and instruments
(voices, guitar, bass) + Waveform
distortion (Wave, Sine, Saw) + 6
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different chorus effects, including
different tempo, delay, stereo width and
more + Stereo chorus + 24 patterns + 3
different chorus modes Editing and
automation included + Easily edit and
automate parameters with the included
waveform display (pattern selectable and
editable) + One-stop-to-all chorus
settings with the module switch + Easily
create your own presets LE, Sometime
ago I wrote a "distorted chorus" plugin
which was a bit tricky to write, but now I
found a great use for it. I really like the
chorus module in the EMU e6400 Ultra
hardware sampler. I reworked it into a
plugin and made a few improvements.
The new Distorted Chorus LE module
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has the following features: - 6 different
chorus types - Stereo Chorus - Distorted,
wide and fat stereo chorus - 24 patterns -
User definable parameters (waveforms)
- Advanced automation - Modulation -
Ableton compatibility Please give a try
and report your feedback. Thanks And a
big thanks to the EMU guys! My debut
in the software world! Oscar 24 october
2014 Version 2.0 is available now. There
were some little changes, mainly for
better compatibility. Enjoy! LE,
Sometime ago I wrote a "distorted
chorus" plugin which was a bit tricky to
write, but now I found a great use for it.
I really like the chorus module in the
EMU e6400 Ultra hardware sampler. I
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reworked it into a plugin and made a few
improvements. The new Distorted
Chorus LE module has the following
features: - 6 different chorus types -
Stereo Chorus - Distorted, wide and fat
stereo chorus - 24 patterns - User
definable parameters (waveforms) -
Advanced automation - Modulation -
Ableton compatibility Please give a try
and report your feedback. Thanks And a
big thanks to the EMU guys! My debut
in the software world! Oscar 09
november 2014 Version 1.3.1 is
available now! - minor bug fixes -
updated guide LE, Sometime ago I wrote
a "distorted chorus" plugin which was a
bit tricky to write, but now I found a
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great use
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System Requirements:

CPU: Windows: Intel Core2 Quad CPU
or equivalent Mac: Intel Core2 Duo CPU
or equivalent Linux: Intel Pentium 4
CPU or equivalent RAM: Windows: 1
GB RAM, recommended 4 GB RAM
Mac: 1 GB RAM, recommended 4 GB
RAM Linux: 1 GB RAM, recommended
4 GB RAM Hard Disk: Windows: 250
MB HDD space, recommended 500 MB
HDD space Mac: 500 MB HDD space,
recommended 1 GB HDD space
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